
T630

5in1

Mini Transformer

GPS

Tracker


for Bicycle

for Pet

for Surveillance

for Senior & Kid

for Vehicle

Panted



Feature
The smallest portable GPS+LBS Tracker 
IPX7 Waterproof design with tiny size, 50x27x19mm 
Maximum 7 working days with 600mAh lithium polymer 
rechargeable battery 
2 LED light built-in  
Support indoor tracking with LBS or WiFi position technique 
Universal Design for different scenes with 4 detachable kits 
(Option) 
WiFi version is an additional option available



Universal Design 
Different Scenesfor

    4 Detachable kits    
for Bicycle  
Hidden GPS LED Taillight   
for Cat & Dog  
Mini Pet Collar with night light 
for Surveillance  
Build-in Magnet kit to attach on any metal 
surface   
for Senior & Kid 
Clip kit to attach on the belt of person 
for Outdoor Running 
with flash light to keep safe for night runner 
for Vehicle 
Power wire kit to permanent install into  the 
vehicle with 12V/24V input 



for Bicycle
As hidden GPS LED Taillight, 
it looks and works just like the 
regular mini bicycle taillight. 

The simplest way to protect 
your bicycle

Front Light



for  
Surveillance
Build-in Magnet kit to attach 
on any metal surface  

Mini Pet Collar with night light
for Cat & Dog



for Vehicle
Power wire kit to permanent 
install into  the vehicle with 
12V/24V input

for  
Outdoor        
Running
with flash light to keep safe 
while night runner



for Parcel
Easily to be put inside the parcel and keep 
monitoring

Safe Alarm
Call your cellphone immediately 
when someone try to steal your 
safe



WiFi Option

WiFi Location

The tracker will scan the 
nearby WiFi router signal 
and get the address from 

the Google database. 

This tracking mode 
works even indoor and 

accuracy is around 
10-100 meters.

WiFi Fence

User can setup specific WiFi 
hotspot coverage as a 

fence, alert will be triggered 
when device enter or exit 

the fence. 

WiFi fence comparably 
smaller coverage,  but much 
better accuracy and stable 
than the regular geo-fence.



Two Color Available



Size

Nano SIM 
Card Cap

Magnet 
Charging Port

Back Side


